OLD TIME RADIO SHOWS ON COMPACT DISC

NCD 00001 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #1
   YOURS TRULY, JOHNNY DOLLAR
   THE DAMON RUNYON THEATRE
NCD 00002 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #2
   SUSPENSE
NCD 00003 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #3
   SUSPENSE
   SCREEN DIRECTORS’ PLAYHOUSE
NCD 00004 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #4
   THE LUX RADIO THEATRE
NCD 00005 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #5
   THE LONE RANGER
   GUNSMOKE
NCD 00006 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #6
   SUSPENSE
NCD 00007 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #7
   THE LUX RADIO THEATRE
NCD 00008 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #8
   DRAGNET
NCD 00009 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #9
   THE GREEN HORNET
   THE COLUMBIA WORKSHOP
NCD 00010 GAMBLERS AND GANGSTERS #10
   THE LUX RADIO THEATRE

NCD 00011 THE GREEN HORNET AND KATO #1
NCD 00012 THE GREEN HORNET AND KATO #2
NCD 00013 THE GREEN HORNET AND KATO #3
NCD 00015 THE GREEN HORNET AND KATO #5

NCD 00017 KILLER HAND #1
   INNER SANCTUM MYSTERIES
   MYSTERY IN THE AIR
NCD 00018 KILLER HAND #2
   ESCAPE
   NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE

NCD 00020 NATURE’S FURY #1
   ESCAPE
NCD 00021 NATURE’S FURY #2
   THE WHISTLER
NCD 00022 NATURE’S FURY #3
   SUSPENSE
NCD 00023 NATURE’S FURY #4
   THE HALL OF FANTASY
THE CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
NCD 00024 NATURE’S FURY #5
THE CAMPBELL PLAYHOUSE
NCD 00025 NATURE’S FURY #6
THE WHISTLER
NCD 00026 NATURE’S FURY #7
SUSPENSE

NCD 00028 NATURE’S FURY #9
FAMILY THEATRE

NCD00029 ROAD TRIP! HUMOROUS TRAVEL TALES #1
THE JACK BENNY PROGRAM
NCD00030 ROAD TRIP! HUMOROUS TRAVEL TALES #2
THE BABY SNOOKS SHOW
THE BICKERSONS
THE BABY SNOOKS SHOW
FIBBER MCGEE AND MOLLY
NCD00031 ROAD TRIP! HUMOROUS TRAVEL TALES #3
FIBBER MCGEE AND MOLLY
THE PHIL HARRIS/ALICE FAYE SHOW
NCD00033 ROAD TRIP! HUMOROUS TRAVEL TALES #5
MY FAVORITE HUSBAND
NCD00034 ROAD TRIP! HUMOROUS TRAVEL TALES #6
FATHER KNOWS BEST
NCD00035 ROAD TRIP! HUMOROUS TRAVEL TALES #7
FATHER KNOWS BEST
BURNS AND ALLEN
NCD00036 ROAD TRIP! HUMOROUS TRAVEL TALES #8
OUR MISS BROOKS
THE RED SKELTON SHOW
NCD00037 ROAD TRIP! HUMOROUS TRAVEL TALES #9
THE JACK BENNY PROGRAM
NCD00038 ROAD TRIP! HUMOROUS TRAVEL TALES #10
THE LUX RADIO THEATRE

NCD00039 THE LONE RANGER #1
DEAD WITNESS
BREAKNECK CANYON
NCD00040 THE LONE RANGER #2
BORDER PATROL
BOB STRONG’S LEGACY
NCD00041 THE LONE RANGER #3
THE COLONEL’S DAUGHTER
BROTHER BRAHAM FIGHTS FOR PEACE
NCD00062 THE BEST OF CARY GRANT #1
    THE LUX RADIO THEATRE
NCD00063 THE BEST OF CARY GRANT #2
    THE LUX RADIO THEATRE
NCD00064 THE BEST OF CARY GRANT #3
    SUSPENSE
    SUSPENSE
NCD00065 THE BEST OF CARY GRANT #4
    SCREEN DIRECTORS’ PLAYHOUSE
    SCREEN DIRECTORS’ PLAYHOUSE
NCD00066 THE BEST OF CARY GRANT #5
    ACADEMY AWARD THEATRE
    SUSPENSE
NCD00067 THE BEST OF CARY GRANT #6
    THE LUX RADIO THEATRE

NCD00068 TRACKS OF TERROR #1
    THE MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER
    ESCAPE
NCD00069 TRACKS OF TERROR #2
    SUSPENSE
    SUSPENSE
NCD00070 TRACKS OF TERROR #3
    ESCAPE
    ESCAPE
NCD00071 TRACKS OF TERROR #4
    THE COLUMBIS WORKSHOP
    SUSPENSE

NCD00072 TRACKS OF TERROR #5
    THE WHISTLER
    THE WHISTLER
NCD00073 TRACKS OF TERROR #6
    SUSPENSE
    SUSPENSE
NCD00074 TRACKS OF TERROR #7
    INNER SANCTUM
    THE WHISTLER
NCD00075 TRACKS OF TERROR #8
    ESCAPE
    THE SHADOW
NCD00076 TRACKS OF TERROR #9
    THE HAUNTING HOUR
    SUSPENSE
NCD00077 TRACKS OF TERROR #10
    THE LUX RADIO THEATRE
NCD00080 THE BEST OF JACK BENNY #3
NCD00081 THE BEST OF JACK BENNY #4
NCD00082 THE BEST OF JACK BENNY #5
NCD00083 THE BEST OF JACK BENNY #6
NCD00085 THE BEST OF JACK BENNY #8
NCD00088 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #1
NCD00089 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #2
NCD00090 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #3
NCD00091 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #4
NCD00092 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #5
NCD00093 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #6
NCD00094 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #7
NCD00095 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #8
NCD00096 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #9
NCD00097 GUNSMOKE (RETURN TO DODGE) #10
NCD00098 SCARIEST SHOWS EVER #1
     SUSPENSE
NCD00100 SCARIEST SHOWS EVER #3
     ESCAPE
NCD00101 SCARIEST SHOWS EVER #4
     SUSPENSE
NCD00102 SCARIEST SHOWS EVER #5
     SCREEN DIRECTORS’ PLAYHOUSE
NCD00103 SCARIEST SHOWS EVER #6
     DARK FANTASY
     MYSTERY IN THE AIR
NCD00104 SCARIEST SHOWS EVER #7
     WEIRD CIRCLE
NCD00105 SCARIEST SHOWS EVER #8
     SUSPENSE
     HALL OF FANTASY
NCD00106 SCARIEST SHOWS EVER #9
     INNER SANCTUM MYSTERIES
     ESCAPE
NCD00107 SCARIEST SHOWS EVER #10
     THE LUX RADIO THEATRE
NCD 108: THE SCREEN DIRECTORS PLAYHOUSE: LIFEBOAT
NCD 109: ACADEMY AWARD: FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT
     FORECAST PRESENTS SUSPENSE: THE LODGER
NCD 110: THE SCREEN DIRECTORS' PLAYHOUSE:
     SPELLBOUND
NCD 111: STUDIO ONE: THE 39 STEPS
NCD 112: THE SCREEN GUILD PLAYERS: REBECCA
ACADEMY AWARD: SHADOW OF A DOUBT
NCD 113: THE LUX RADIO THEATRE: STRANGERS ON A TRAIN

NCD 114-122: BAD GIRLS: RADIO'S MOST DANGEROUS DAMES #1-9
NCD 114: THE MOLLE MYSTERY THEATRE
NCD 115: BOSTON BLACKIE
INNER SANCTUM MYSTERIES
NCD 116: SUSPENSE
THE WHISTLER
NCD 117: SUSPENSE
THE WHISTLER
NCD 118: DRAGNET
THE MOLLE MYSTERY THEATRE
NCD 119: SUSPENSE
THE MOLLE MYSTERY THEATRE
NCD 120: SCREEN DIRECTORS' PLAYHOUSE
NCD 121: SCREEN DIRECTORS' PLAYHOUSE
NCD 122: SUSPENSE

NCD 123-128: BEYOND THE GRAVE #1-6
NCD 123: ESCAPE
SUSPENSE
NCD 124: SUSPENSE
SUSPENSE
NCD 125: INNER SANCTUM MYSTERIES
THE MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER
NCD 126: THE LUX RADIO THEATRE
NCD 127: MYSTERY IN THE AIR
WEIRD CIRCLE
NCD 128: INNER SANCTUM MYSTERIES
FAMILY THEATRE

NCD 129-138: COMEDY TEAMS #1-10
NCD 129: ABBOTT & COSTELLO
NCD 130: BURNS & ALLEN
NCD 131: JACK BENNY SHOW
NCD 132: AMOS 'N' ANDY
NCD 133: FIBBER MCGEE AND MOLLY
NCD 134: THE BOB HOPE SHOW
NCD 135: VIC AND SADE
NCD 136: AMOS 'N' ANDY
NCD 137: BURNS AND ALLEN
NCD 138: KRAFT MUSIC HALL
SUSPENSE
NCD 139-140: INNER SANCTUM #1-2
NCD 139: SONG OF THE SLASHER
    THE DEADLY DUMMY
NCD 140: PATTERN FOR FEAR
    THE LISTENER WITH AGNES MOREHEAD

NCD 142-145: SCIENCE FICTION #1-4
NCD 142: DIMENSION X
NCD 143: DIMENSION X
NCD 144: EXPLORING TOMORROW
    X-MINUS ONE
NCD 145: X-MINUS ONE

NCD 146-148: THE BEST OF SUSPENSE #1-3

NCD 149: SUSPENSE

NCD 150-152: SUSPENSE #1-3

NCD 153-162: SUSPENSE #1-10

NCD 163-172: THRILLING MYSTERIES #1-10
NCD 163: THE CLOCK
NCD 164: ESCAPE
NCD 165: INNER SANCTUM MYSTERIES
NCD 166: LIGHTS OUT
NCD 167: MURDER AT MIDNIGHT
NCD 168: MURDER BY EXPERTS
NCD 169: THE MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER
NCD 170: THE SEALED BOOK
NCD 171: SUSPENSE
NCD 172: THE WHISTLER

NCD 173: THE BEST OF 1945 #1
    THE BOB HOPE SHOW: THE ANDREWS SISTERS
    FIBBER MCGEE AND MOLLY: RED CROSS
NCD 174: THE BEST OF 1945 #2
    COMMAND PERFORMANCE: DICK TRACY IN B-FLAT
NCD 175: THE BEST OF 1945 #3
    THIS IS YOUR FBI: CONFIDENCE GAME
    ARCH OBOLER'S PLAYS: THE FAMILY NAGASHI
NCD 176: THE BEST OF 1945 #4
    ON A NOTE OF TRIUMPH BY NORMAN CORWIN
NCD 177: THE BEST OF 1945 #5
    FIGHTING AAF: COMBAT & HUMAN INTEREST SHOW
    COMMAND PERFORMANCE: VICTORY EXTRA SPECIAL SHOW PART 1
NCD 178: THE BEST OF 1945 #6
COMMAND PERFORMANCE: VICTORY EXTRA SPECIAL SHOW PART 2

LOST TREASURES

NCD 179: LOST TREASURES #1
THE LUX RADIO THEATRE "TREASURE ISLAND"

NCD 180: LOST TREASURES #2
ESCAPE: PLUNDER OF THE SUN
ESCAPE: THE GOLDEN SNAKE

NCD 181: LOST TREASURES #3
THE WHISTLER: TREASURE HUNT
THE MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER: THEY STRUCK IT RICH

NCD 182: LOST TREASURES #4
THE HALL OF FANTASY: THE TREASURE OF KUBLAI KHAN
THE HALL OF FANTASY: THE DIAMONDS OF DEATH

NCD 183: LOST TREASURES #5
THE LUX RADIO THEATRE: THE TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE

NCD 184: LOST TREASURES #6
THE SHADOW: THE HOUSE THAT DEATH BUILT
SUSPENSE: THE TREASURE CHEST OF DON JOSE

NCD 185: LOST TREASURES #7
SUSPENSE: THE KANDY TOOTH

NCD 186: LOST TREASURES #8
THE LONE RANGER: TREASURE TROVE MINE
THE LONE RANGER: THE MOUNTAIN TRAP

NCD 187: LOST TREASURES #9
BOSTON BLACKIE: THE WINTHROPE JEWEL ROBBERIES
FAMILY THEATRE: A KIND OF TREASURE

NCD 188: LOST TREASURES #10
INNER SANCTUM: HANGMAN'S ISLAND
INNER SANCTUM: KILLER AT LARGE

NCD 189: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #1
YOUR TRULY, JOHNNY DOLLAR: THE PLANTAGENET MATTER

NCD 190: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #2
BULLDOG DRUMMOND: THE HI-JACKERS
BULLDOG DRUMMOND: CLAIM CHECK MURDERS

NCD 191: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #3
BOSTON BLACKIE: THE ESCAPED PRISONER
BOSTON BLACKIE: LARRY BROWN CASE

NCD 192: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #4
THE ADVENTURES OF SAM SPADE: DOG BED CAPER
THE ADVENTURES OF SAM SPADE: CRAB LOUIE CAPER

NCD 193: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #5
ADVENTURES OF PHILIP MARLOWE: THE HEART OF GOLD
ADVENTURES OF PHILIP MARLOWE: THE STRANGLE HOLD
NCD 194: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #6
   YOURS TRULY, JOHNNY DOLLAR: ARROWCRAFT MATTER
   THE FALCON: GANGSTER'S GIRL
NCD 195: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #7
   BARRY CRAIG, CONFIDENTIAL INVESTIGATOR: FOR LOVE OF MURDER
   BARRY CRAIG, CONFIDENTIAL INVESTIGATOR: MIDSUMMER LUNACY
NCD 196: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #8
   JEFF REGAN, PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR: THE MAN WHO LIKED THE MOUNTAINS
   JEFF REGAN, PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR: LADY WITH NO NAME
NCD 197: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #9
   JEFF REGAN, PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR: THE MAN WITH THE KEY
   PAT NOVAK, FOR HIRE: DIXIE GILLIAN
NCD 198: HARD BOILED DETECTIVES #10
   THE LUX RADIO THEATRE: LADY IN THE LAKE

NCD 00199: HOLIDAY HUMOR #1
   FIBBER MCGEE AND MOLLY:
      EXPENSIVE CHRISTMAS TREE
      DECORATING THE TREE
   THE BURNS AND ALLEN SHOW:
      SANTA AND THE PIRATES

NCD 00200: HOLIDAY HUMOR #2
   THE BABY SNOOKS SHOW:
      CHRISTMAS SKATES
      RETURNING CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
   THE JACK BENNY PROGRAM:
      CACTUS CHRISTMAS TREE
NCD 00201 HOLIDAY HUMOR #3
   THE LIFE OF RILEY:
      RILEY WANTS A TV SET FOR CHRISTMAS
      CHRISTMAS SHOW OF 1949

NCD 00202 THE MARTIN AND LEWIS SHOW #1
   DEAN AND JERRY WITNESS A MURDER
   DEAN IS ACCUSED OF VIOLATING THE CHILD LABOR LAWS
NCD 00203 THE MARTIN AND LEWIS SHOW #2
   DEAN AND JERRY VISIT CHICAGO
   GUEST: DINAH SHORE
NCD 00204 THE MARTIN AND LEWIS SHOW #3
   GUEST: GEORGE RAFT
   GUEST: ARLENE DAHL
NCD 00205 WHO DUNNIT? #1
SUSPENSE:
THE BURNING COURT
THE MOMENT OF DARKNESS

NCD 00206 WHO DUNNIT? #2
SUSPENSE: THE AFTER DINNER STORY
THE FALCON: THE CASE OF THE CURIOUS COP

NCD 00207 WHO DUNNIT? #3
YOURS TRULY, JOHNNY DOLLAR:
THE DIXON MURDER MATTER
THE DEADLY DEBT MATTER

NCD 00208 WHO DUNNIT? #4
YOURS TRULY, JOHNNY DOLLAR: THE THREE FOR ONE MATTER
SHERLOCK HOLMES: THE ADVENTURE OF THE SALLY MARTIN

NCD 00209 WHO DUNNIT? #5
SHERLOCK HOLMES:
THE ADVENTURE OF A SUBMERGED BARONET
CASE OF THE INNOCENT MURDERESS

NCD 00210 WHO DUNNIT? #6
BOSTON BLACKIE:
THE WILLIAM BLAINE CASE
THE STOLEN RARE BOOK

NCD 00211 WHO DUNNIT? #7
THE MOLLE MYSTERY THEATRE: THE GIACONDA SMILE
ACADEMY AWARD THEATRE: YOUNG MR. LINCOLN

NCD 00212 WHO DUNNIT? #8
CANDY MATSON
THE FORT ORD STORY
THE DEVIL IN THE DEEP FREEZE

NCD 00203 WHO DUNNIT? #9
THE LUX RADIO THEATRE
GRISSLEY’S MILLIONS

NCD 00214 WHO DUNNIT? #10
THE LUX RADIO THEATRE
THE DARK CORNER

NCD 00215 COUPLES IN CRIME: RADIO DETECTIVES AND THEIR LADIES #1
ADVENTURES OF THE ABBOTTS
THE ROYAL PURPLE SCOOTER
THE RICKSHAW RED LIPSTICK

NCD 00216 COUPLES IN CRIME: RADIO DETECTIVES AND THEIR LADIES #2
ADVENTURES OF THE ABBOTTS
THE BURNT COPPER POWDER
THE BLOOD RED DIAMOND
NCD 00217 COUPLES IN CRIME: RADIO DETECTIVES AND THEIR LADIES #3
ADVENTURES OF THE ABBotts
THE CANARY YELLOW SACK
THE BLUE ROCKET EXPRESS

NCD 00218 COUPLES IN CRIME: RADIO DETECTIVES AND THEIR LADIES #4
RESULTS INCORPORATED
THE LAST OF THE BLOODY GILLETTES
THE MUMMY WALKS

NCD 00219 COUPLES IN CRIME: RADIO DETECTIVES AND THEIR LADIES #5
LET GEORGE DO IT
AM I MY BROTHER’S KEEPER?
THE PENTHOUSE ROOF

NCD 00220 COUPLES IN CRIME: RADIO DETECTIVES AND THEIR LADIES #6
LET GEORGE DO IT
THE SEVEN DEAD YEARS
LADY IN DISTRESS
IT’S MURDER

NCD 00221 COUPLES IN CRIME: RADIO DETECTIVES AND THEIR LADIES #7
MR. & MRS. NORTH
THE LITERARY MURDERS
PAM GOES IT ALONE
TWO ON A CLUE

NCD 00222 COUPLES IN CRIME: RADIO DETECTIVES AND THEIR LADIES #8
MR. & MRS. NORTH
HOSTAGE
NO VACATION FROM MURDER
TWO ON A CLUE

NCD 00223 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF NERO WOLFE #1
THE CASE OF THE CAREWORN CUFF
THE CASE OF THE IMPOLITE CORPSE

NCD 00224 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF NERO WOLFE #2
THE CASE OF THE GIRL WHO CRIED WOLFE
THE CASE OF THE BASHFUL BODY

NCD 00225 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF NERO WOLFE #3
THE CASE OF THE DEADLY SELLOUT
THE CASE OF THE KILLER CARDS

NCD 00226 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF NERO WOLFE #4
THE CASE OF THE DISAPPEARING DIAMONDS
THE CASE OF THE MIDNIGHT RIDE

NCD 00227 RICHARD DIAMOND, PRIVATE DETECTIVE:
HOMICIDE MADE EASY #1
PICTURE PERFECT KILLERS
COP KILLERS

NCD 00228 RICHARD DIAMOND, PRIVATE DETECTIVE:
HOMICIDE MADE EASY #2
PRIVATE EYE TEST
PADDY CLARK
NCD 00229 RICHARD DIAMOND, PRIVATE DETECTIVE:
HOMICIDE MADE EASY #3
RALPH BAXTER CASE
INSURANCE MATTER
NCD 00230 RICHARD DIAMOND, PRIVATE DETECTIVE:
HOMICIDE MADE EASY #4
THE KIDNAPPED POLICEMAN
DEATH AND THE LETTER
NCD 00231 RICHARD DIAMOND, PRIVATE DETECTIVE:
HOMICIDE MADE EASY #5
THE EIGHT O’CLOCK KILLER
THE CASPARY CASE
NCD 00232 RICHARD DIAMOND, PRIVATE DETECTIVE:
HOMICIDE MADE EASY #6
LADY IN DISTRESS
RED ROSE
NCD 00233 RICHARD DIAMOND, PRIVATE DETECTIVE:
HOMICIDE MADE EASY #7
BUTCHER SHOP
EDDIE BURKE CASE
NCD 00234 RICHARD DIAMOND, PRIVATE DETECTIVE:
HOMICIDE MADE EASY #8
DIXON CASE
HOLLYWOOD STORY

NCD 00235 THE GREAT GUILDERSLEEVE: LOVE, LIFE & LEILA RANSOM #1
PLANTING A TREE
THE WATER COMMISSIONER
NCD 00236 THE GREAT GUILDERSLEEVE: LOVE, LIFE & LEILA RANSOM #2
THANKSGIVING DINNER
ATTENDING THE THEATER
NCD 00237 THE GREAT GUILDERSLEEVE: LOVE, LIFE & LEILA RANSOM #3
THE CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
WANTING TO MARRY LEILA
NCD 00238 THE GREAT GUILDERSLEEVE: LOVE, LIFE & LEILA RANSOM #4
VISIT FROM THE MCGEE’S
SABOTAGE IN SUMMERFIELD
NCD 00239 THE GREAT GUILDERSLEEVE: LOVE, LIFE & LEILA RANSOM #5
LEILA’S SISTER
SPRINGTIME IN SUMMERFIELD
NCD 00240 THE GREAT GUILDERSLEEVE: LOVE, LIFE & LEILA RANSOM #6
RABBITS
THE WEDDING LIST
NCD 00241 THE GREAT GUILDERSLEEVE: LOVE, LIFE & LEILA RANSOM #7
SPooky BURTON HOME
THE WEDDING SHOWER
NCD 00242 THE GREAT GUILDERSLEEVE: LOVE, LIFE & LEILA RANSOM #8
HONEYMOON PREPARATIONS
THE BIG DAY

NCD 00243 THE JIMMY DURANTE SHOW #1
GUEST: DOROTHY LAMOUR
GUEST: VICTOR MOORE
NCD 00244 THE JIMMY DURANTE SHOW #2
GUEST: BORIS KARLOFF
GUEST: VICTOR MOORE & FRANK NELSON

NCD 00245 THE MAYOR OF THE TOWN #1
HOLLY HAS A CRUSH
AMY LOU GOES TO WAR
NCD 00246 THE MAYOR OF THE TOWN #2
PAPA DEAR CONTEST
TONI FALLS FOR CAPTAIN KENNEDY

NCD 00247 THE HALLS OF IVY #1
CHARTER DAY CEREMONIES
SHAKESPEARE EXPERT
NCD 00248 THE HALLS OF IVY #2
THE SNOWMAN
CHINESE STUDENT

NCD 00249 STARS OF RADIO COMEDY: KRAFT MUSIC HALL #1
GUESTS EDGAR BERGEN & CHARLIE MCCARTHY
GUEST BING CROSBY
NCD 00250 STARS OF RADIO COMEDY: KRAFT MUSIC HALL #2
GUEST WILLIAM BENDIX
GUEST RED SKELTON
NCD 00251 STARS OF RADIO COMEDY: KRAFT MUSIC HALL #3
GUEST LUCILLE BALL
GUEST JIMMY DURANTE
NCD 00252 STARS OF RADIO COMEDY: KRAFT MUSIC HALL #4
GUESTS BURNS & ALLEN
GUEST DENNIS DAY

NCD 00253 FRONTIER GENTLEMAN #1
THE SHELTON BROTHERS
CHARLIE MEEKER
NCD 00254 FRONTIER GENTLEMAN #2
THE HONKYTONKERS
KENDALL’S LAST STAND
NCD 00255 FRONTIER GENTLEMAN #3
  THE LOST MINE
  THE CLAIM JUMPERS
NCD 00256 FRONTIER GENTLEMAN #4
  BIG SAM FOR GOVERNOR
  THE ACTRESS
NCD 00257 FRONTIER GENTLEMAN #5
  GENTLE VIRTUE
  POWDER RIVER KID
NCD 00258 FRONTIER GENTLEMAN #6
  THE TRIAL
  ACES AND EIGHTS
NCD 00259 FRONTIER GENTLEMAN #7
  RANDOM NOTES
  DADDY BUCKBUCKS
NCD 00260 FRONTIER GENTLEMAN #8
  THE CANNIBAL
  ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN
  AUDITION

NCD 00261 JEAN SHEPHERD: POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE #1
  CHOOSING UP
NCD 00262 JEAN SHEPHERD: POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE #2
  NO REST FOR THE WICKED
NCD 00263 JEAN SHEPHERD: POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE #3
  STRAWS IN THE WIND
NCD 00264 JEAN SHEPHERD: POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE #4
  THE MIDWEST HUMOR TRADITION
NCD 00265 JEAN SHEPHERD: POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE #5
  RIBBON VELOCITY
NCD 00266 JEAN SHEPHERD: POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE #6
  SLOB ART
NCD 00267 JEAN SHEPHERD: POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE #7
  WESTERN SPECTACULAR
NCD 00268 JEAN SHEPHERD: POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE #8
  POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE

NCD 00269 PEPPER YOUNG’S FAMILY #1
  CURT LEAVES FOR CHICAGO
  CARTER AND PEGGY GET ENGAGED
  PEGGY PLANS HER WEDDING
  SAM CLOSES HIS OFFICE
  PEPPER SUGGESTS A TRIP
NCD 00270 PEPPER YOUNG’S FAMILY #2
  SAM GETS READY FOR CHICAGO
  PEPPER WRITES A STORY
MRS. YOUNG TRIES TO STOP THE PRESS
FRONT PAGE NEWS
NEWS SPREADS
NCD 00271 PEPPER YOUNG’S FAMILY #3
   CALLED ON BY MR. TRENT
   YOUNG HOME PUT UP FOR SALE
   CALM BEFORE THE STORM
   SAM ARRIVES IN CHICAGO
   MR. TRENT’S ATTORNEY VISITS
   ENGAGEMENT CALLED OFF

NCD 00272 JEAN SHEPHERD: KICKS #1
   THIRST FOR HOLINESS
NCD 00273 JEAN SHEPHERD: KICKS #2
   SCIENTIFIC PLOTS
NCD 00274 JEAN SHEPHERD: KICKS #3
   OG & CHARLIE
NCD 00275 JEAN SHEPHERD: KICKS #4
   KICKS

NCD 00276 NIGHT BEAT #1
   I KNOW YOUR SECRET
   THE GIRL FROM KANSAS
NCD 00277 NIGHT BEAT #2
   OLD HOME WEEK
   THE HUNTED BECOMES A HUNTER
NCD 00278 NIGHT BEAT #3
   A CASE OF BUTTER
   KENNY DAY, AMNESIA CASE
NCD 00279 NIGHT BEAT #4
   THE MAN WITH THE RED HAIR
   ELLEN (BOMB ON THE PLANE)

NCD 00280 BOB & RAY: THE SOAP OPERAS #1
NCD 00281 BOB & RAY: THE SOAP OPERAS #2
NCD 00282 BOB & RAY: THE SOAP OPERAS #3
NCD 00283 BOB & RAY: THE SOAP OPERAS #4

NCD 00284 RADIO QUIZ SHOW CLASSICS #1
   INFORMATION PLEASE
   INFORMATION PLEASE
NCD 00285 RADIO QUIZ SHOW CLASSICS #2
   INFORMATION PLEASE
   INFORMATION PLEASE
NCD 00286 RADIO QUIZ SHOW CLASSICS #3
   QUIZ KIDS
   QUIZ KIDS
TWO SMART PEOPLE
THREE MINUS ONE EQUALS MURDER
NCD 00305 THE WHISTLER: NOTES ON MURDER #7
THE CLAY TREE
CURiosity KILLED THE CAT
NCD 00306 THE WHISTLER: NOTES ON MURDER #8
A MATTER OF ODDS
NIGHT FLIGHT
NCD 00307 THE WHISTLER: NOTES ON MURDER #9
YOU CAN’T TRUST A STRANGER
DARK ISLAND
NCD 00308 THE WHISTLER: NOTES ON MURDER #10
FINAL PAPERS
THE SECRET OF CHALK POINT
NCD 00309 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE X RANDOM FACTOR #1
YANKED INTO THE WORLD
NCD 00310 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE X RANDOM FACTOR #2
RECEPTACLES OF UNCHARTED PASSIONS
NCD 00311 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE X RANDOM FACTOR #3
COMMITMENT TO ADULTHOOD
NCD 00312 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE X RANDOM FACTOR #4
THE GRANDSTAND SYNDROME
NCD 00313 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE X RANDOM FACTOR #5
WHAT MAN IS
NCD 00314 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE X RANDOM FACTOR #6
LIVING IN CIRClEVILLE
NCD 00315 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE X RANDOM FACTOR #7
GRADUALLY BEING PHASED OUT
NCD 00316 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE X RANDOM FACTOR #8
THE X RANDOM FACTOR
NCD 00317 CASEY, CRIME PHOTOGRAPHER #1
TREASURE CAVE
CAMERA BUG
NCD 00318 CASEY, CRIME PHOTOGRAPHER #2
LADY IN DISTRESS
EARNED REWARD
NCD 00319 BIG TOWN #1
THE TRAP
I REMEMBER MURDER
NCD 00320 BIG TOWN #2
DANGEROUS RESOLUTION
THE MASK OF EVIL
NCD 00321 CALLING ALL CARS #1
    REEFERS BY THE ACRE
    THE LAUGHING KILLER
NCD 00322 CALLING ALL CARS #2
    THE CASE OF THE FOUR LEAD SLUGS
    THE CASE OF THE LESSON IN LOOT

NCD 00323 WIN, PLACE OR SHOW #1
    LITTLE MISS MARKER
    THE LEMON DROP KID
NCD 00324 WIN, PLACE OR SHOW #2
    PRINCESS O’HARA
    PICK THE WINNER
NCD 00325 WIN, PLACE OR SHOW #3
    ALL HORSE PLAYERS DIE BROKE
    IT COMES UP MUD

NCD 00326 MR. & MRS. NORTH #1
    DEAD GIVEAWAY
    THE DEATH TRAP
    DEATH IN THE DARK
NCD 00327 MR. & MRS. NORTH #2
    THE LAST ESCAPE
    COAT OF ARMS
    THE COMIC
NCD 00328 MR. & MRS. NORTH #3
    BET ON MURDER
    THE SAINT OF GEORGE STREET
    THE MAN WITH THE RIFLE
NCD 00329 MR. & MRS. NORTH #4
    DEATH COMES IN CANS
    DANCE OF DEATH
    CHECKMATE

NCD 00330 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #1
    THE STUDIO CONTEST
    RETURNING TO HOLLYWOOD
NCD 00331 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #2
    THE MOVIE SCRIPT
    MR. SCOTT’S DAUGHTER
NCD 00332 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #3
    JULIUS & MARJORIE
    ALICE’S NEW CAR
NCD 00333 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #4
    ALICE’S PALM SPRINGS WEEKEND
    THE FLYING SAUCER
NCD 00334 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #5
EASTER BUNNIES
CINDERELLA

NCD 00335 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #6
DARYL ZANUCK’S DINNER PARTY
THE SECRETARY

NCD 00336 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #7
THE TRUNK
COOKING DINNER

NCD 00337 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #8
THE DRIVER’S LICENSE
TICKETS TO SOUTH PACIFIC

NCD 00338 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #9
PHIL’S VACCINATIONS
PHIL & ALICE’S NEW RCA CONTRACT

NCD 00339 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAY SHOW: MONEY, BEAUTY & BRAINS #10
PHIL HAS NO SPONSOR
FORBIDDEN TO MENTION SPONSOR’S NAME

NCD 00340 DUFFY’S TAVERN #1
WITH GUEST JOAN BENNETT
WITH GUEST SHELLEY WINTERS

NCD 00341 DUFFY’S TAVERN #2
ARMY SURPLUS HELICOPTER
VISIT FROM THE DRAFT BOARD

NCD 00342 DUFFY’S TAVERN #3
WITH GUEST VINCENT PRICE
ARCHIE RUNS FOR POLITICAL OFFICE

NCD 00343 DUFFY’S TAVERN #4
LITERARY SOCIETY MEETING
ARCHIE THE HYPNOTIST

NCD 00344 DUFFY’S TAVERN #5
HIRING “SLAPSIE” MAXIE ROSENBOOM
ARCHIE WRITES AN OPERA

NCD 00345 DUFFY’S TAVERN #6
THE FASHION LECTURE WITH GUEST ARTHUR TREACHER
BRINGING CULTURE TO THE TAVERN

NCD 00346 DUFFY’S TAVERN #7
LATIN NIGHT
PARTY FOR COLUMNISTS

NCD 00347 DUFFY’S TAVERN #8
SPANISH FLOOR SHOW
CULTURAL SINGING CONTEST

NCD 00348 DUFFY’S TAVERN #9
ARCHIE WINS A SLOGAN CONTEST
AUDITION SHOW AS HEARD ON FORECAST
NCD 00349 BURNS & ALLEN: GRACIE ALLEN FOR PRESIDENT #1
   BURNS & ALLEN
   BURNS & ALLEN

NCD 00350 BURNS & ALLEN: GRACIE ALLEN FOR PRESIDENT #2
   BURNS & ALLEN
   BURNS & ALLEN

NCD 00351 BURNS & ALLEN: GRACIE ALLEN FOR PRESIDENT #3
   BURNS & ALLEN
   BURNS & ALLEN

NCD 00352 BURNS & ALLEN: GRACIE ALLEN FOR PRESIDENT #4
   BURNS & ALLEN
   BURNS & ALLEN

NCD 00353 BURNS & ALLEN: GRACIE ALLEN FOR PRESIDENT #5
   BURNS & ALLEN
   BURNS & ALLEN

NCD 00354 BURNS & ALLEN: GRACIE ALLEN FOR PRESIDENT #6
   BURNS & ALLEN
   BURNS & ALLEN

NCD 00355 BURNS & ALLEN: GRACIE ALLEN FOR PRESIDENT #7
   JACK BENNY PROGRAM
   FIBBER McGEE & MOLLY

NCD 00356 JEAN SHEPHERD: DON’T BE A LEAF #1
   HERO OF THE GREAT DRAMA OF LIFE
NCD 00357 JEAN SHEPHERD: DON’T BE A LEAF #2
   SOUTHSIDE CHICAGO BASEBALL
NCD 00358 JEAN SHEPHERD: DON’T BE A LEAF #3
   THE MASTER PLAN ILLUSION
NCD 00359 JEAN SHEPHERD: DON’T BE A LEAF #4
   DON’T BE A LEAF

NCD 00360 THE SEALED BOOK #1
   I’LL DIE LAUGHING
   THE GHOST MAKERS
NCD 00361 THE SEALED BOOK #2
   MY BELOVED MUST DIE
   MURDER MUST BE PAID FOR

NCD 00362 THE HALL OF FANTASY #1
   DANCE OF THE DEVIL DOLLS
   THE NIGHT THE FOG CAME IN
NCD 00363 THE HALL OF FANTASY #2
   THE RETURN FROM DEATH
   THE SEA PHANTOM

NCD 00364 THE WEIRD CIRCLE #1
   THE GHOST’S TOUCH
THE EVIL EYE
NCD 00365 THE WEIRD CIRCLE #2
THE DOLL
THE SHADOW

NCD 00366 THE MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER: JOURNEY INTO THE STRANGE #1
MURDER IN JAZZ TIME
DEATH WRITES A LETTER
NCD 00367 THE MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER: JOURNEY INTO THE STRANGE #2
MURDER IS MY BUSINESS
THE VISITING CORPSE
NCD 00368 THE MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER: JOURNEY INTO THE STRANGE #3
DEATH HAS A THOUSAND FACES
THE MAN FROM SINGAPORE
NCD 00369 THE MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER: JOURNEY INTO THE STRANGE #4
THE MOST FAMOUS MAN IN THE WORLD
CHRISTMAS STORY

NCD 00370 ROGUE’S GALLERY: AN INTEREST IN UNALIVE BODIES #1
MCDONALD’S MURDER CASE
MURDER WITH MURIEL
NCD 00371 ROGUE’S GALLERY: AN INTEREST IN UNALIVE BODIES #2
HOUSE OF FEAR
LITTLE OLD LADY
NCD 00372 ROGUE’S GALLERY: AN INTEREST IN UNALIVE BODIES #3
BLOOD IN THE SAND
THE ALIBI MATTER
NCD 00373 ROGUE’S GALLERY: AN INTEREST IN UNALIVE BODIES #4
MYSTERY AT THE SKI RESORT
CABIN ON THE LAKE

NCD 00374 RED SKELETON: CHARACTER TROUBLES #1
DOG TROUBLES
CENSUS TIME AGAIN
NCD 00375 RED SKELETON: CHARACTER TROUBLES #2
TAX TROUBLES
TOWN HALL TAX MEETING
NCD 00376 RED SKELETON: CHARACTER TROUBLES #3
FLYING SAUCERS
LOOKING FOR TALENT
NCD 00377 RED SKELETON: CHARACTER TROUBLES #4
EASTER SKUNK PATROL BENEFIT
GOING TO THE BEACH
NCD 00378 RED SKELETON: CHARACTER TROUBLES #5
RED RENEWS HIS DRIVERS LICENSE
ROD IS LATE
NCD 00379 RED SKELETON: CHARACTER TROUBLES #6
NIGHT COURT
MOTHER'S DAY
NCD 00380 RED SKELETON: CHARACTER TROUBLES #7
NEW NEIGHBOR
 LOSING WEIGHT
NCD 00381 RED SKELETON: CHARACTER TROUBLES #8
 AMATEUR SNAPSHOT CONTEST
 AT THE COUNTRY CLUB

NCD 00382 HORROR IN THE AIR #1
 QUIET PLEASE
 WHENCE YOU CAME
 THE THING ON THE FOURBLE BOARD
NCD 00383 HORROR IN THE AIR #2
 LIGHTS OUT
 DEATH ROBBERY
 THE SIGNALMAN
 STRANGE
 GREENWOOD ACRES
NCD 00384 HORROR IN THE AIR #3
 STRANGE
 GREAT EASTERN
 THE WEIRD CIRCLE
 FRANKENSTEIN
 THE MIDDLE TOE ON THE RIGHT FOOT
NCD 00385 HORROR IN THE AIR #4
 HALL OF FANTASY
 HE WHO FOLLOWS ME
 THE SHADOW PEOPLE
 THE JUDGE’S HOUSE
NCD 00386 HORROR IN THE AIR #5
 INNER SANCTUM
 THE BLACK SEAGULL
 THE UNFORGIVING CORPSE
NCD 00387 HORROR IN THE AIR #6
 DARK FANTASY
 THE DEMON TREE
 SPAWN OF THE SUBHUMAN
 PENNSYLVANIA TURNPIKE
NCD 00388 HORROR IN THE AIR #7
 MURDER AT MIDNIGHT
 THE KABBALAH
 THE HOUSE THAT TIME FORGOT
 STRANGE
 FLYING DUTCHMAN
NCD 00389 HORROR IN THE AIR #8
 STRANGE
THE GHOST TRAIN
THE HERMIT’S CAVE
BURIED ALIVE
IT HAPPENED ON SUNDAY

NCD 00390 THE SHADOW: UNEARTHLY SPECTERS #1
TOMB OF TERROR
MARK OF THE BAT
NCD 00391 THE SHADOW: UNEARTHLY SPECTERS #2
WITCH DRUMS
BLACK ABBOT
NCD 00392 THE SHADOW: UNEARTHLY SPECTERS #3
GHOSTS CAN KILL
THE GHOST OF CAPTAIN BAYLOE
NCD 00393 THE SHADOW: UNEARTHLY SPECTERS #4
THE CAT THAT KILLED
THE LAUGHING CORPSE
NCD 00394 THE SHADOW: UNEARTHLY SPECTERS #5
THE MARK OF THE BLACK WIDOW
THE GHOST ON THE STAIR
NCD 00395 THE SHADOW: UNEARTHLY SPECTERS #6
THE GHOST BUILDING
THE GHOST WALKS AGAIN
NCD 00396 THE SHADOW: UNEARTHLY SPECTERS #7
VOODOO
RETURN OF ANATOLE CHEVANIC
NCD 00397 THE SHADOW: UNEARTHLY SPECTERS #8
THE HOUSE THAT DEATH BUILT
DEATH COILS TO STRIKE
NCD 00398 THE SHADOW: UNEARTHLY SPECTERS #9
THE GHOST THAT GLEAMS
PHANTOM RACKETEER

NCD 00399 FIBBER MCGEE & MOLLY #1
MCGEE’S PARTY
PARTY QUARANTINED
NCD 00400 FIBBER MCGEE & MOLLY #2
FIBBER DRAFTED
FIBBER TO CHANGE HIS NAME TO RONALD
NCD 00401 FIBBER MCGEE & MOLLY #3
FISH TO ARRIVE
FIBBER THE FIRE COMMISSIONER
NCD 00402 FIBBER MCGEE & MOLLY #4
RONALD COLMAN TO VISIT THE MCGEES
BIG FOOTBALL GAME PLAY
NCD 00403 FIBBER MCGEE & MOLLY #5
COLLECTING DOC GAMBLE’S BILLS
THE BROKEN WINDOW
NCD 00404 FIBBER MCGEE & MOLLY #6
FIBBER WANTS TO BECOME PHYSICALLY FIT
WHAT'S GOING ON OUTSIDE THE DRUGSTORE?
NCD 00405 FIBBER MCGEE & MOLLY #7
FUN WITH ELECTRICITY
SAFE DRIVER MCGEE
NCD 00406 FIBBER MCGEE & MOLLY #8
SPECIAL 15TH ANNIVERSARY SHOW

NCD 00408 NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE #1
THE UNWILLING ACCOMPLICE
THE DEAD WITNESSES
NCD 00409 NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE #2
A CAT BRINGS DEATH
THE NUMBERS MUDERS
NCD 00410 NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE #3
THE SLINGSHOT MURDERS
THE FUNERAL WREATH
NCD 00411 NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE #4
DEATH IN THE POOL
MURDER IN THE NIGHT
NCD 00412 NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE #5
DEAD PLAYS THE LEAD
READY FOR MURDER
NCD 00413 NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE #6
MIND OVER MURDER
DEATH GOES TO THE POST
NCD 00414 NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE #7
DEATH BEHIND THE SCENES
THE VANISHING LADY
NCD 00415 NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE #8
THE MYSTERY OF HANGMAN’S WOOD
THE MAN WHO LIVED TOO LONG
NCD 00416 NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE #9
SHAKESPEARE’S GHOST
THE WITNESS SAW NOTHING

NCD 00417 SUPERMAN: UP! UP! AND AWAY! #1
THE BABY FROM KRYPTON
CLARK KENT, MILD MANNERED REPORTER
KENO’S LANDSLIDE
CLARK KENT – CAPTURED BY THE WOLF
CLARK KENT – IMPRISONED
MENACE TO THE SILVER CLIPPER
NCD 00418 SUPERMAN: UP! UP! AND AWAY! #2
DR. DAHLGREN’S ATOMIC BEAM MACHINE
ATOMIC FUEL CYLINDERS STOLEN
THREAT TO THE DAILY PLANET
FIRE IN THE STERLING BUILDING
THE STABBING OF JUNE ANDERSON
THE NORTH STAR MINING COMPANY

NCD 00419 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #1
COMING ATTRACTION: MURDER
THE COLD COUNTRY

NCD 00420 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #2
BUCKSHOT BADMAN
THE BOSS OF VINEGAR BEND

NCD 00421 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #3
THE MAN IN THE YELLOW MASK
RUN SHEEP RUN

NCD 00422 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #4
HOPPY MEETS HIS MATCH
BAYOU DRUMS MEAN DEATH

NCD 00423 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #5
CLEANUP OF CARIBOU MESA
SIX LITTLE MEN WHO WERE GREEN

NCD 00424 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #6
THE DEVIL AND EL DIABLO
THE SECRET IN THE HILL

NCD 00425 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #7
THE MEMORY OF MACE MELOT
THE KILLERS OF LION CANYON

NCD 00426 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #8
THE WASTRELS OF JUAREZ
DANGER WEARS TWO FACES

NCD 00427 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #9
BULL FIGHT
THE WOMEN OF WINDY RIDGE

NCD 00428 HOPALONG CASSIDY: COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS #10
STAMPEDE AT SEMPLE’S CROSSING
COWTOWN TROUBLESHOOTERS

NCD 00429 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #1
BROWNIE’S CAMPING TRIP
A SICK PHIL HARRIS

NCD 00430 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #2
GETTING OUT THE VOTE
TALKING TO MR. SCOTT ABOUT MENTIONING SPONSOR’S NAME

NCD 00431 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #3
ALICE AND THE KIDS GOING TO PALM SPRINGS WITHOUT PHIL
THE BIG GAME ON A NEW TELEVISION

NCD 00432 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #4
WHAT IS “THE THING?”
WATERING THE LAWN
NCD 00433 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #5
BUYING ALICE A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SHOW WITH ANDY DEVINE
NCD 00434 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #6
MR. SCOTT’S NEW YEARS PARTY
CUTTING THE BAND’S WAGES
NCD 00435 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #7
THE NEW SINGER
THE PONY
NCD 00436 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #8
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE
HELPING ALICE WITH THE HOUSEHOLD BUDGET
NCD 00437 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #9
ARE PHIL AND ALICE LEGALLY MARRIED?
U.S.O. ENTERTAINING AT AN ARMY CAMP
NCD 00438 THE PHIL HARRIS-ALICE FAYE SHOW: EXPLAIN THE BEER #10
THE GOLF GAME
WAITING FOR DARRYL ZANUCK’S CALL

NCD 00439 THE ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON:
COUNT ME OUT TONIGHT, ANGEL #1
MURDER IS A FAMILY AFFAIR
THE CASE OF THE QUARRELSOME QUARTET
NCD 00440 THE ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON:
COUNT ME OUT TONIGHT, ANGEL #2
THE CASE OF THE WORRIED CHAMPION
THE CASE OF THE DOUBLE DEAL
NCD 00441 THE ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON:
COUNT ME OUT TONIGHT, ANGEL #3
THE CASE OF THE FRIENDLY TARGET
THE CASE OF THE TALENTED TWINS
NCD 00442 THE ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON:
COUNT ME OUT TONIGHT, ANGEL #4
THE CASE OF THE INVISIBLE THUG
THE CASE OF THE HAPPY HOODLUM
NCD 00443 THE ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON:
COUNT ME OUT TONIGHT, ANGEL #5
THE CASE OF THE SUBSTITUTE TARGET
THE CASE OF THE WORRIED WIFE
NCD 00444 THE ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON:
COUNT ME OUT TONIGHT, ANGEL #6
THE CASE OF THE CARVED HAM
THE CASE OF THE SHOPKEEPER’S GUN
NCD 00445 THE ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON:
COUNT ME OUT TONIGHT, ANGEL #7
THE CASE OF THE MISSING MISS
THE CASE OF THE BEAUTIFUL BAIT
NCD 00446 THE ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON:
COUNT ME OUT TONIGHT, ANGEL #8
THE CASE OF THE GOLD RING
THE CASE OF THE VANISHING VISA

NCD 00447 SAM SPADE: CAPERS #1
THE DEATH BED CAPER
THE WHEEL OF LIFE CAPER
NCD 00448 SAM SPADE: CAPERS #2
THE MISSING NEWSHAWK CAPER
THE LAZARUS CAPER
NCD 00449 SAM SPADE: CAPERS #3
THE HOT 100 GRAND CAPER
THE DICK FOLEY CAPER
NCD 00450 SAM SPADE: CAPERS #4
THE RED AMPOLA CAPER (REHEARSAL)
THE FARMER’S DAUGHTER CAPER

NCD 00451 THE LINE UP #1
EDDIE IS FRAMED
CANDY STORE MURDER
NCD 00452 THE LINE UP #2
TOPAZ EARRING CASE
NARCOTICS AGENT FISHER KILLED
NCD 00453 THE LINE UP #3
GOLDBERG MURDER
GROCERY STORE MURDER
NCD 00454 THE LINE UP #4
CHARLIE’S STORY
STEFANO AND HADDOCK
NCD 00455 THE LINE UP #5
FUR FLAUNTING FLOOZY
WILD WOMAN CASE
NCD 00456 THE LINE UP #6
FRIVOLOUS FORGER FRACAS
NICELY NIXED NIXON CASE
NCD 00457 THE LINE UP #7
PIXIE-PICKER PICKLE CASE
SINGER’S HUSBAND KILLED
NCD 00458 THE LINE UP #8
GRIEVING FAMILIES CHEATED
SHOTGUN KILLING IN BASEMENT

NCD 00459 BABY SNOOKS: WHY, DADDY? #1
FLOWER GARDENS
TAXES AGAIN
PHOTOGRAPHER
BUYING SHOES
HOUSE GUEST
HICCUPS
REPORT CARDS

NCD 00460 BABY SNOOKS: WHY, DADDY? #2
TENT IN THE LIVING ROOM
STEALING CHICKENS
FAKE MEASLES
THE RED CROSS EXAMINER
EASTER SUIT
DADDY’S BIRTHDAY
SORE BACK POULTICE

NCD 00461 BABY SNOOKS: WHY, DADDY? #3
A FIFTY DOLLAR RAISE
QUIZZING SNOOKS
NEW FISHING ROD
10TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
BIRTH OF TWINS
THE TRADE
BABY BUGGY

NCD 00462 BABY SNOOKS: WHY, DADDY? #4
THE CAMP REPORT
BABY SNOOKS GOES TO A MOVIE
GOZINTA
CHRISTENING A SHIP
GETTING GAS
SCHOOL PLAY CINDERELLA
THE STOLEN MEDAL

NCD 00463 THE SHADOW: STRANGE PUZZLES #1
TENOR WITH A BROKEN VOICE
HE DIED AT TWELVE

NCD 00464 THE SHADOW: STRANGE PUZZLES #2
THE BLACK BUDDHA
TRAFFIC IN DEATH

NCD 00465 THE SHADOW: STRANGE PUZZLES #3
MURDER IN E FLAT
PHANTOM FINGERPRINTS

NCD 00466 THE SHADOW: STRANGE PUZZLES #4
MANSION OF MADNESS
DEATH SHOWS THE WAY

NCD 00467 THE SHADOW: STRANGE PUZZLES #5
MURDERER’S VANITY
THE CASE OF THE THREE FRIGHTENED POLICEMEN

NCD 00468 THE SHADOW: STRANGE PUZZLES #6
THEY KILLED WITH A SILVER HATCHET
MAKEUP FOR MURDER
NCD 00469 THE SHADOW: STRANGE PUZZLES #7
THE SHADOW OF SUSPICION
THE BONES OF THE DRAGON
NCD 00470 THE SHADOW: STRANGE PUZZLES #8
REFLECTION OF DEATH
THE GIANT OF MADRAS
NCD 00471 THE SHADOW: STRANGE PUZZLES #9
MURDER AT DEAD MAN’S INN
MURDER BY A CORPSE

NCD 00472 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE FATAL FLAW #1
TERRAPLANE
NCD 00473 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE FATAL FLAW #2
SUPERMEN
NCD 00474 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE FATAL FLAW #3
COMIC STRIP STUDIES
NCD 00475 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE FATAL FLAW #4
THE END OF THE WORLD
NCD 00476 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE FATAL FLAW #5
LIFE IMITATES
NCD 00477 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE FATAL FLAW #6
HUNGER FOR BALDERDASH
NCD 00478 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE FATAL FLAW #7
APPETITE FOR SELF DELUSION
NCD 00479 JEAN SHEPHERD: THE FATAL FLAW #8
THE FATAL FLAW

NCD 00480 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #1
ARCH OBOLER’S PLAYS:
BATHYSHERE
NOBODY DIED
NCD 00481 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #2
ARCH OBOLER’S PLAYS:
JOHNNY GOT HIS GUN
STRANGE MORNING
NCD 00482 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #3
ARCH OBOLER’S PLAYS:
LOVE, LOVE, LOVE
AN EXERCISE IN HORROR (A PECULIAR COMEDY)
NCD 00483 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #4
ARCH OBOLER’S PLAYS:
LUST FOR LIFE
ROCKET FROM MANHATTAN
NCD 00484 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #5
LIGHTS OUT:
CAT WIFE
WHAT THE DEVIL
NCD 00485 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #6
LIGHTS OUT:
KNOCK AT THE DOOR
VALSE TRIESTE
NCD 00486 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #7
EVERYTHING FOR THE BOYS:
KNUCKLES
THE HOUSE I LIVE IN
NCD 00487 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #8
EVERYMAN’S THEATER:
I’LL TELL MY HUSBAND
THE UGLIEST MAN IN THE WORLD
NCD 00488 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #9
FREE WORLD THEATER:
THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF TOM SMITH
V DAY
NCD 00489 ARCH OBOLER: RETROSPECTIVE #10
TO THE PRESIDENT:
ABOUT MY MOTHER
PLAYS FOR AMERICANS:
JOHNNY QUINN, USN

NCD 00491 SERGEANT PRESTON OF THE YUKON: BLAZING TRAILS #2
SNEAK GUN
DEATH IN THE AIR
NCD 00492 SERGEANT PRESTON OF THE YUKON: BLAZING TRAILS #3
TRAP FOR A KILLER
NEEDED CASH
NCD 00493 SERGEANT PRESTON OF THE YUKON: BLAZING TRAILS #4
GRIM JOURNEY
SHAG AND THE FUR THIEVES
NCD 00494 SERGEANT PRESTON OF THE YUKON: BLAZING TRAILS #5
JERRY GOES HOME
CAVE-IN
NCD 00495 SERGEANT PRESTON OF THE YUKON: BLAZING TRAILS #6
FRAME-UP VICTIM
TRAIL OF DEATH

NCD 00496 JACK BENNY: PICTURE PARODIES #1
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
MR. BENNY GOES TO WASHINGTON
NCD 00497 JACK BENNY: PICTURE PARODIES #2
CASABLANCA
THE KILLERS
NCD 00498 JACK BENNY: PICTURE PARODIES #3
   IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE
   DARK PASSAGE
NCD 00499 JACK BENNY: PICTURE PARODIES #4
   THE TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE
   SUNSET BOULEVARD
NCD 00500 JACK BENNY: PICTURE PARODIES #5
   CAPTAIN HORATIO HORBLOWER
   HIGH NOON
NCD 00501 JACK BENNY: PICTURE PARODIES #6
   ROAD TO BALI
   THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO

NCD 00502 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #1
   PAROLED FOR REVENGE
   ONE FOR THE BOOKS
NCD 00503 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #2
   RACKETEERS IN GAS COUPONS
   CODE FOR SABOTAGE
NCD 00504 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #3
   CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER CASES
   DOPE VERSUS THE WAR EFFORT
NCD 00505 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #4
   BIRDS OF A FEATHER
   THE MAKE BELIEVE SHERIFF
NCD 00506 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #5
   MADHOUSE ADVENTURE
   FIREWORKS FOR SMITTY
NCD 00507 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #6
   ROAD TO RICHES
   GENTLEMAN JERRY MEETS HIS MATCH
NCD 00508 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #7
   MYSTERY IN THE DENTIST’S OFFICE
   THE FEMALE OF THE SPECIES
NCD 00509 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #8
   FLAMES OF WRATH
   RAMONA
NCD 00510 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #9
   MURDER IN THE RAIN
   STORY OF A DOG
NCD 00511 GREEN HORNET: SPIES AND RACKETS #10
   MURDER MASQUERADE
   PRELUDE TO A BLOOD BATH